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FACEBOOK
With TWO BILLION active users, Facebook stands out as the
most important and profitable platform for roofers. It also
combines very well with paid ads, with their highly
customizable solutions, amazing possibility for data collection,
i.e. finding out who your audience is and what it wants – and
all at fair and affordable prices.

YOUTUBE
Is there a more popular platform for watching any type of
video content that you can imagine? There isn’t! Through
YouTube videos, you can introduce your audience into your
day-to-day work, show them your roofing project, or point out
some of the most common roofing issues. And then, you can
further share those videos on your Facebook page or other
platforms.

INSTAGRAM
Instagram is an additional way of building trust with your
audience, as it is a completely visual platform used for sharing
photos and videos. It allows you to give your followers and
sneak-peak into your work, your team, roofing projects,
company assets, etc.

TWITTER
Twitter is a great platform to reach additional audiences, to
start or join a conversation, as well as to make some
announcements. It allows you to embed links in your posts, to
your service pages or blogs, for example, providing you with
additional promotion options.
Each social media platform comes with its own set of benefits, but as we have
mentioned already Facebook, along with YouTube, is perhaps the most beneficial
for roofers right now. And in order to help you maximize their potential and reach
as many followers and new clients, here is a detailed strategy for posting on it and
using it to the utmost benefit of your roofing business.

MAIN TYPES
OF SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS
SERVICES

TYPES OF SERVICES

Introduce your followers to all the types of
services that you offer, so that they know
exactly how you can help them. Let them know
that they can turn to you for free estimates
and/or inspections without any obligations and
inform them if you offer financing options.

ROOFING PROJECTS
CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
SATISFIED EMPLOYEES

FREE INSPECTION/ESTIMATE

FINANCING OPTIONS

PROOF POSTS

Let your followers know that you are doing well
and introduce them to your successful past
projects and clients. There’s no better way to
eliminate their skepticism and potential
disbelief or to alleviate any fears and doubts.

NEWS

PROJECTS

It’s important to keep your followers in the
loop, so make sure to update them on the
news related to your company, such as
company projects, new services, special
offers, etc.

OFFERS

SERVICE AREAS

NEW EMPLOYEES

EVENTS

CERTIFICATIONS
PARTNERSHIPS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW SERVICES/PRODUCTS

USEFUL TIPS

BLOG POSTS
YOUTUBE VIDEOS

A great way to keep your followers interested

GUIDES

and engaged is to address their main pain
points and answer the biggest questions they
might have. This is best done by creating and

OTHER RESOURCES

promoting resources that homeowners and/or
business owners will find helpful.

LIFESTYLE

OFFICE

Everyone likes to take a peek “inside” the dayto-day operations of the company they are

TEAM

dealing with, some bits and pieces about the
personal life of the owner and the team, their
activities, how they go about their work, etc.
This creates trust and lets your followers know
that your company is made out of real people.

OWNER

QUESTIONS
POLLS
Q&A SESSIONS
COMMENT CONTESTS

MISSION & VISION

ENGAGEMENT

Engagement is very important on social media,
both for increasing the number of your
followers and potential clients, as well as for
directing the conversation toward sales.
Therefore, make sure to start a conversation
with your followers every once in a while.

FUNNY & MOTIVATIONAL

It’s important to keep your followers in the
loop, so make sure to update them on the
news related to your company, such as
company projects, new services, special
offers, etc.

MEMES & GIFS
FUNNY VIDEOS
QUOTES

BAD WORKMANSHIP

RANTS

BAD MATERIAL QUALITY

Sometimes, you have to call out someone (i.e.
your competitors) if they’re doing a poor job, if

POOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

their work is not up to industry standards, etc.
And by taking a stand against someone or
something you don’t agree with, you actually
display your business’s values and attitudes.

SOCIAL STRATEGY
CALENDAR
TEMPLATE
Good and efficient organization is also a key part of your social media success,
so to help you keep track of everything you post and when you post it, here is a
calendar template.
The frequency of posting also plays a big role here. If you post too rarely, you
will not be able to create a strong effect or any continuity with your followers,
but then again, posting too often might create a countereffect and leave them
feeling overwhelmed.
The ideal post frequency to begin with would be 3 times a week. From there on,
you can keep track of the results and see if you should increase the number of
posts.

WEEK

PUBLIS
HING
DATE

POST
TYPE

POST
COPY

1 KEEW
2 KEEW

DAY 1

COMPLETED
PROJECT

Finished this
beauty up
today. More
beautiful new
roofs coming
right up!

DAY 2

QUESTION

How do you
like our crew’s
new T-shirt
design?

DAY 3

CLIENT
TESTIMONIAL

Another happy
homeowner!

DAY 1

ROOF
INSPECTION
VIDEO

Doing what we
do best! Call
today to
schedule your
free inspection
[PHONE
NUMBER]

DAY 2

ROOFING
JOKE

Did we tell you
the joke about
the roof?
Don't worry, it's
probably over
your head!

DAY 3

BLOG

Let’s take a
closer look at
some common
roofing issues
you may
encounter
around this
time of the year
[LINK TO
BLOG POST]

LINK
TO
VISUAL

LINK
TO
PUBLIS
HED
POST

Now that you have a clear strategy and know which types of posts will most
effectively attract your local homeowners and business owners, all that is left is
to start implementing it!
But if you want to leave this part to experienced professionals as well and
devote your time to what you do best – actual roofing, then we’re at your
service.
Book an appointment with us and we will not only help you build a strong brand,
but through our hands-off MADMAT system, we will also help you scale up
significantly and achieve complete market domination!Click here and book your
FREE CALL today!

welcome roofers
We all know the ABCs of sales.
Always Be Closing.
This is what matters and what it comes down to in the end. You can have a great
system for generating leads, you can have an amazing product, top-of-the-line
services, and the best prices in your area, but if you don’t know how to close, all
of it goes to waste.

It’s Hard Out There for a Roofer...
Roofing is a tough business. It is one of the most competitive markets in the U.S.
and you need to work 24/7, hustle and bustle to succeed, to make a name for
yourself or even to just make ends meet.
You need to stand out among your competition, you need to show that you have
great services, you need to attract customers, and then you need to convince them
to use your roofing services and get your roofing products.
What this means is that when it comes to roofing, it is basically a never-ending
process of generating leads and trying to close them. Pretty exhausting, right? Is
there ever a time when you can just take a break?
What this means is that when it comes to roofing, it is basically a never-ending
process of generating leads and trying to close them. Pretty exhausting, right? Is
there ever a time when you can just take a break?
Will you ever be able to stop chasing those evasive roofing leads and have
them simply delivered to you by some out-of-this-world magic?
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THE SYSTEM THAT DELIVERS
Let’s say the answer is yes and that we have your solution.
Let's say it’s no magic but a real, proven and functioning lead-generation system.
Let’s say this system is called MADMAT and that it does everything for you.
Let’s say it gives you a great predictable and consistent flow of leads. That it
provides you with quality roofing leads continually and for the long run.
Now let’s say that this system also includes a completely automated follow-up
method for each and every lead that comes in. That every lead that it generates is
hit with a text and an email sequence to help you close it.
Let’s say this system starts generating leads immediately and doesn’t stop until
you’ve dominated your area.
Yes, our MADMAT lead-generation and retention system does all of that for your
roofing business.
With MADMAT you get it all, from generating leads in a predictable and consistent
manner, getting long term results and scaling your business significantly, to an
automated system for following up with leads in the right way and on time.
We give you quality leads and we follow up with them to help you close them. But
we CANNOT close them for you.
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DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO
CLOSE?
Now you’re probably thinking – OK, great, all I have to do is close the lead then.
Sounds simple enough, right? But it isn’t always, is it?
We’ve seen it too many times. Quality leads going to waste. And why? Because
you didn’t have the right salesperson.
You may think you have one and you may find a million other excuses for the
wasted lead, but more often than not, the problem is in the salesperson.
Your closing rate will, of course, depend on several factors, such as the state of the
industry, of your local roofing market and such, but one of the most important
factors, i.e. the crucial part of this process and of the closing rate success is
your salesperson.
Just think about it for a moment and ask yourself:

How many times have you lost a lead that was basically
good and ready to hire you for a roof replacement?
How many leads in total have you lost, i.e. not closed,
for any possible reason? Could you or your salesperson
have done it differently?
Do you/your salesperson have any specific methods for
closing leads?
Do you/your salesperson have a hard time
understanding what the lead wants?
Do you/ your salesperson fear rejection and can’t deal
with “no” for an answer?
Do you have someone working in sales just to fill the
position?
Are you doing it yourself because you’re afraid to
delegate?
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These are some of the crucial aspects to think about because the selling part, i.e.
the sales department in your roofing company is what makes you or breaks you in
the end.
Whether it is you who’s doing this part, another person or you have an entire team
for it, it’s important that they are 100% dedicated to the task at hand, which is
CLOSING LEADS. You can have a million leads coming to you every month,
but it won’t count for anything if there is nobody expert enough to close them.
In reality, sometimes all you actually need is that one person that kicks butt and puts
all other salespeople to shame. This is the person that counts in the end.
No matter how many people you have, the bottom line is:

You need that one pit-bull
salesperson that bites hard and
holds onto every single lead like
it’s the last one.
You need a pit-bull that will close
those leads like there’s no
tomorrow and make everything
else worthwhile.
You need a salesperson on the
other end of the line who will
inspire trust and confidence and
who will convince the lead that
you are the one and only roofer
they need for the job.
You need a pit-bull salesperson
who will justify all the hard work
and all the money that was
invested in order to get that lead.
A pit-bull salesperson who will reap
all the benefits of our proven and
efficient MADMAT system and not
let them go to waste.
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Don't hire your family or friends
for the position just because they
need a job.
Don't do everything yourself.
You’ve got bigger fish to fry.
Don't underestimate the
importance of a salesperson.
Don't underestimate the
importance of closing the leads.
Don't settle for good or average.
You need the best and aboveaverage to run a successful
business run over your competition.

So, to answer the main question of how to hire pit-bull salespeople for your roofing
business make sure they check all of the above boxes. Make sure they are real
and experienced salespeople who know what they are doing.
Now you’re probably wondering how much this salesperson will cost you. How to
pay them?
We did some research on that as well and there are, of course, different approaches
that different companies take, different payment models they employ, and different
opinions on how and how much salespeople should be paid.
Everyone chooses the one that suits their business the most but we found that
generally, most roofing companies will pay their salespeople 10-15% gross (of the
total value of the roof) or 50% of the profit.
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YOU NEED THE WHOLE PACKAGE
When you have an amazing business strategy and the best lead-generation system
there is for roofing contractors, you just can’t let it all go to waste. You need to
ALWAYS BE CLOSING. Your salesperson is the final piece of the puzzle and they
need to rock!
Everything else – just leave it up to us and our one-of-a-kind MADMAT system.
With our completely hands-off system, a predictable, consistent, and reliable lead
generation machine and your kick-ass pit-bull salesperson, we will launch your
roofing business to such heights that it will make your head spin.
There’s no more time to waste. Book a call with us and get your place in the
MADMAT system!

CLICK HERE TO BOOK
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